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Abstract 

The Finding Byaduk creative residency is an experimental project, aimed at exploring 
speculations around the phenomenology of digital data representations of a landscape, 
and the design of interfaces and embodied expressions. Part of this process also adapts 
ethnographic methodologies in articulating and capturing visual descriptions of the site. 
The creative brief is developed as a thought experiment1 with ‘affective telepresence’ – 
finding means to remotely convey the qualities of a place using environmental sensors 
and exploring poetic roles that digital connected technologies might play through the 
design of embodied expressions and/or interactions. The final unpacking of an exemplar 
artefact serves to document the phenomenological nuances and development journey of 
this project, and in so doing, contribute discourse towards speculative design practices 
and interrelated methodologies in creative practice. 

The following themes scaffold the thinking and development of the project: critical 
and speculative design, data telepresence, and the design of ambient interactions. This 
paper will present the project’s journey through these lenses. 

Introduction 

Critical and speculative design practice are modes of creative approaches that seek 
to engender a pluralism in design discourse.1 Attempts have been made to 
delineate differences between the two, as with the positing of a third approach – 
associative design – to juxtapose the different motivations, narratives and outcomes 
of each category.2 The salient point within these sub-fields of what is collectively 
known as critical design is the agency of engagement and the poetics of 
participation, indirect or otherwise, as integral to the design’s intentions. The rousing 
of the individual’s awareness as necessary, experiential entanglements speaks to 
the nature of speculative design practice: it invites a degree of questioning on the 
part of the interactant as to the work’s cultural, social, and/or political critique. From 
a phenomenological standpoint, there are linkages to Umberto Eco’s articulation of 
‘openness’ in creative work: to recognise the power of delicately balancing “the 
merest order within the maximum order”, and to have the observer draw out 
interpretations of the work. Similar notions of openness have also been articulated 
in other fields.3 In distributed computing, boundary objects describe a theoretical 
concept of artificially intelligent agents possessing adaptable plasticity.4 In addition, 
Gaver et al. posits the consideration of ambiguity in design to evoke “subjective 
experiences and attitudes onto new situations”, thus inviting discourse through such 
designs.5 

These concerns and concepts, set against the current backdrop of pervasive, 
digitally connected domestic devices generally known as the Internet of Things 
(IoT), present new possibilities: can such modes of creative practice provide timely 
re-figurings to explore new ways to design with connected, ubiquitous digital 
technologies? 

An opening brief was thus set: using appropriate technology, publish a 
digitised data feed of a measurable quality of Byaduk. Design and prototype 
engagements with this data to elicit poetic responses to the place. Consider where 
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these designed objects will inhabit. In a concluding phase, let them live in people’s 
homes as domestic objects, interview the inhabitants to find out how they have 
embedded themselves into the participants’ lives (note: this paper will also not 
discuss the concluding phase, as it is yet to be conducted). 

It is important to note that while there might arguably be a perceived ambiguity 
or reluctance to situate this project either as a work of ‘art’ or ’design’, this is in 
contrast a conscious decision to position the project outcome as ‘anti-disciplinary’, 
focusing on the documentation of the creative practice research journey, and 
contribute to the discourse and experimentation in critical design studies, particular 
towards the vernacular of digital data and our interactions with it. 

Observations 

The following is an ethnographic account of my encounter with the township of 
Byaduk, through photography and writing completed during my residency. The aim 
was to record a phenomenology of the place through the perspective of a visitor – 
myself. Three separate long weekends were spent during the spring of 2017 and 
late summer of 2018. The observations were recorded mostly through the result of 
walking around the town. 

Byaduk is a small township, an hour’s drive south of Hamilton. The Australian 
Bureau of Statistics 2016 Census reveals a population of 123.6 As with most towns 
in the Western District of Victoria, Australia, the main street – the Hamilton-Port 
Fairy Road – is a well-used roadway for locals traversing between Hamilton, Port 
Fairy, and Warnambool. A regional bus stop fronts the local general store. Perhaps 
as a clever attempt at dry humour, the store sells wooden carvings of ducks. 

 
Figure 1: The old Byaduk church (right) and hall (left), off the Hamilton-Port Fairy Road. 

The residency took place in the heart of the township, at the old Byaduk 
church and hall (see Figure 1), a place now converted to an artist space. Possums 
scampered on the roof at night. The sounds of magpies, crows, kookaburras and 
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cockatoos filled the morning. Sheep grazed on an adjacent paddock. The local oval 
– the Byaduk Recreation Reserve – has an immaculately-maintained white picket 
fence with an equally pristine lawn. The wind is ever-present, heard through rustling 
gum trees, tin roofing, and two large palms planted on the church grounds. 
Mornings were bitingly cold, felt particularly along the open passageway separating 
the church and the hall. Occasionally, cars stop by the small recreation park and 
public toilet nearby. Across the main street, a resident’s large front yard displays a 
collection of farming equipment and curios for sale. A statue of Sergeant Simon 
Fraser sits next to the neighbouring Mechanic’s Institute. 

Peppered around the township are heritage signages offering short stories of 
Byaduk, written by a resident who grew up there. One such sign erected next to a 
stone bridge spoke of the bridge builder who lived in Byaduk throughout its 
construction, worried that his tools might be stolen should he leave them onsite. 
Another sign at the now-defunct swimming pool described its activity, and of families 
from neighbouring towns congregating there. 

In the hall building, the still, dusty interior reveal moments frozen in time (see 
Figures 2 and 3). Inside the church, stained glass windows spill coloured light onto 
the mostly empty space, the pews having been long removed, with the thin red 
carpet remaining, evidence of its endearing presence captured in old monochrome 
photographs. 

 
Figure 2: Enlarged prints of old photographs from the 1900s adorn the dark, wooden walls of the 

hall. 
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Figure 3: A cradle roll hung on a wall, with a smaller cradle certificate (below right), carefully 

protected by a plastic sheet. 

In this landscape, the air, light, temperature and smells of the place become 
foregrounded, as with tiny traces of human activity. Innocuous objects such as wire 
and discarded containers commanded my attention. 

 
Figure 4: Taking a walk around the vacant plots, past crumbling lava rock walls near the old Byaduk 

Church. 

I was led on a tour by the proprietor and curator of the old church (see Figure 
4). We walked around neighbouring fields, ducking huge, prickly hawthorn bushes 
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that sprung up around places where skips once stood (see Figure 5). We came 
across the footprint of a house that burnt down from an accidental fire. Further on, I 
was pointed to traces of circular stone formations in the ground, hinted towards a 
remote possibility that these remnants might be related to the engineering efforts of 
indigenous Australian settlements, potentially of the Gunditjmara people.7 It was 
impossible to verify these speculations without expert knowledge on the spot. 
Subsequent research revealed the proximity of Byaduk to the surrounding Mt Eccles 
lava flow, or Budj Bim, as it is known to the Gunditjmara people, which perhaps 
justified the speculation as to the presence of indigenous history in Byaduk.8 The 
walk ended with a collection of more found objects – three glass bottles (see Figure 
6), a piece of burnt bark, part of a sheep’s jawbone (see Figure 7), a lava rock (see 
Figure 8) and a decorative cast iron grille (see Figure 9). 

 
Figure 5: Discarded bottles were found, mostly on the ground. 
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Figure 6: Found Object #1: Two of the three glass bottles retrieved, some with more residual dirt 

than the others. 

 
Figure 7: Found Object #2: Sheep’s jawbone. When found, half of it was in the dirt, possibly 

untouched since the animal died, which explains the slightly mossy and earth-tinged lower portion. 
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Figure 8: Found Object #3: Lava rock, a common geological feature found everywhere in the wider 

Mt Eccles region. 

 
Figure 9: Found Object #4: Decorative cast iron grille, painted. This belonged to one of the hall’s 

ventilation portholes on the southeast wall. 
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Furthering the Observations 

The walks, and the experience of encountering the objects in situ, presented an 
ideal opportunity to conduct visual and reflexive ethnography through photography.9 
While not central to this experimental project, it is important to note the contribution 
the walks and photographs had in capturing the “empathetic engagements” of the 
found objects.10 This in turn afforded phenomenological revisitations of the place to 
occur whilst working in the studio. The subsequent review through the notes and 
imagery of the photographs provided a sufficiently vivid means to recall the 
environmental conditions of Byaduk, which resulted in the decision to sense and 
measure environmental phenomena as part of the creative brief. 

The found objects also had stories to tell. As they sat in the studio, looked at, 
manipulated and talked about, their material culture revealed themselves over time. 
For example, the embossed “HALF PINT, NO DEPOSIT NO RETURN” wording on 
two of the glass bottles were recognisable to those who saw it, because they were 
synonymous with childhood memories of bottled milk, and of the activities that 
unfolded around the use and re-purposing of those bottles. Casually discussing the 
etymology of the embossed phrase brought up personal stories, or invited 
speculation based on encounters with similar objects. Thus, the richness that each 
mundane Byaduk object possessed pivoted the project towards exploring their 
semiotics and material culture: these found objects are conversation pieces. A new 
question emerged: could conversation pieces also become conduits for ephemeral 
digital data? Can they couple stories of the now – the environmental effects of 
Byaduk – with their semiotical richness and cultural, historical connection with 
Byaduk? Could this approach of using found objects identify a typology in working 
with poetic, digitally connected things? 

To test these thoughts, two activities unfolded after the walks and object 
collection activities. The first was to construct the environmental sensing apparatus, 
followed by the process in which the found objects become coupled with the sensor 
readings. 

Sensing Byaduk – the “Listening Post” 

An environmental ‘listening post’ was built – a bespoke sensing apparatus that 
collects and streams readings back to an Internet server. The setup was designed 
to provide a physically minimal footprint and intrusion to the surroundings. The types 
of sensors were chosen to capture key environmental effects (see Figure 10). 
Cellular network connectivity was also matched to Byaduk’s network coverage. The 
gear was housed within a weatherproof enclosure, modified to allow exposure for 
the wind sensor element. The solar panel was mounted on the corner of the roof of 
the hall, with the sensor enclosure located below (see Figure 11). 
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Figure 10: Inside of the sensing unit, comprising wind, sound, temperature, visible light, infrared (IR) 

and ultraviolet (UV) light sensors, along with a battery-powered microcontroller and solar charging 
circuitry. 

 
Figure 11: Sensing unit, mounted at eye level on the northeast-facing wall of the hall building to 

maximise available sunlight. 
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Code written for the microcontroller prioritised power consumption. A 10-
minute sampling rate was chosen, which balanced solar recharge rate, battery life, 
and the cost of wirelessly transmitting sensor payloads to an off-site server. To help 
address the 10-minute sampling rate gap, an interpolation algorithm was applied at 
the server, resulting in a steady stream of data, at the cost of introducing a 10-
minute delay. 

The “listening post” became operational early in the project. Besides 
troubleshooting, the ability to inspect the data feed also allowed time for creative 
reflection. The readings are accessible anywhere in the world using a desktop and 
mobile web interface (see Figure 12). This data was also logged to a MySQL 
database, providing longer-term storage and analysis options. 

 
Figure 12: 7-day data plot of wind, sound and UV index of Byaduk. Light (visible, IR and UV) and 

temperature readings were expectedly regular, with dips in readings correlating to nightfall and 
overcast/rainy days. Sunny days registered a UV index between 8.5 to 10.4, closely matching the 

readings reported by the Australian Bureau of Meteorology. 
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7-day data plots of the localised sensor readings revealed readily-discernible 
patterns (see Figure 12). Temperature readings registered typical day/night cycles. 
The study of the consistency of the patterns in the data also provided a way of 
reading unique environmental events: during a bushfire that engulfed neighbouring 
Terang on 18th March 2018, the light readings recorded were significantly reduced 
due to the smoke-filled sky.11 The microphone was intriguing in its irregularity, 
potentially picking up noises that might have been transmitted from the building’s 
response to the climate. The technology used in the wind sensing elements struggle 
at night to maintain a core working temperature to accurately measure wind, 
skewing the night readings. Plans are set to upgrade the wind sensor. 

The “listening post” connects to a customised, open-source data processing 
software platform, running custom code libraries developed to integrate the 
microcontroller platforms and data processing logic.12 Since 2015, this composite 
system, coined IoTa (an Affect-centric Internet of Things), was put together with 
flexible data-centric prototyping in mind and continues to be developed and tested 
through other digital data-oriented creative research and teaching projects. 

Telepresence and data processing is impacted by problems of representation 
and uncertainties – technological glitches, inaccuracies, and/or the limitations of 
current technology.13 This was evidenced in the sampling rate decision and wind 
sensor readings. The experiment proceeded with this awareness, recognising that 
future iterations of the sensing apparatus will improve to be sufficiently fit for 
purpose, through better available technology. 

With the sensors effectively ‘online’, the attention turned to the ‘expression’ 
and possible interactions that the data could enact. 

Objects for Finding Byaduk 

The ‘finding’ of Byaduk began as a semiotical process to locate each found object’s 
embedded meaning(s). Like the heritage signs scattered across Byaduk, could the 
objects embody a narrative of the town through their materiality? 

The glass bottles were selected as the first items to work with in this exercise. 
Caked with dirt and yellowed from the years of neglect, they were originally vessels. 
Poetic undertones of the glass bottles possessing a figurative ability to ‘contain’ 
captured streams of digital data emerged. A creative, speculative exploration 
commenced, to consider the aptness of the various data feeds: is it light quality? 
Sound? Wind? 

It was a serendipitous discovery that led to the first result of this project. During 
the second stay of the residency, as I completed the installation work on the sensing 
units and solar panels, I have placed the bottles outside on a table. The glass 
bottles, in their upright position, became wind instruments as a gust arrived, 
resonating with soft howls just as one might hear by blowing across the top of a 
bottle neck. It seemed natural that wind emerged as the environmental quality to 
respond to these bottles, partly due to its omnipresence in the township. The poetry 
of the relationship between wind and glass bottle also played an important part in 
selecting this coupling: the futility of storing or catching wind in any vessel, against 
the affective experience of listening to a singing glass bottle in the wind. 

The task thus proceeded towards constructing a mechanism that would allow 
an artificially-modulated wind source to move air around the top of the glass bottle, 
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in a bid to recreate the wind conditions as reported by the data feeds. This first 
object is titled “Wind” (see Figure 13). 

 
Figure 13: The first designed object in the Finding Byaduk project. Chuan Khoo. Wind, 2018. 
Plywood, brass tubing, custom electronics, computer code, found glass bottle from Byaduk.14 

The mechanism was designed to be inconspicuous, concealed inside a 
plywood box and driven by an Internet-connected microcontroller. Multiple attempts 
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were made to engineer the ideal mechanism (see Figure 14). The microcontroller 
instructs a stepper motor, driven by a low-noise driver, to reciprocate a brass stem 
in an up-down motion. A quiet 18.2dB fan motor is mounted on this stem, its noise 
level comparable to a person breathing. The glass bottle sits on top of the wooden 
box, directly underneath the fan (see Figure 15). 

 
Figure 14: Multiple attempts were made in developing this mechanical system before arriving at the 

current setup – here, articulated linkages and servo motors were tested and rejected, due to 
excessive noise that detracted from the sonic elements of the work.15 

 
Figure 15: Close-up of fan and reciprocating stem sub-assembly. The fan speed is driven by the 

wind data along with the rate at which the stem is reciprocated.16 
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After the server processes the readings from the “listening post”, it sends the 
Wind object updated fan speeds, and reciprocating stem movement rates, which in 
turn control the air flow near the neck of the bottle. The reciprocations take 
anywhere between 5 and 20 seconds to traverse. The shifting distances and 
traversal speed between the fan and the bottle opening modulate the quality of 
sound generated – from a resonant howl to a light, gentle roar of white noise that is 
almost imperceptible. A miniature, sonic simulation of wind emerges, of Byaduk. 

Interactions 

The primary interaction with the re-purposed Wind object is that of wind data driving 
the device. The interactions in this case do not necessarily imply conventional 
human-centric engagement and manipulation through an interface that requires a 
high degree of constant attention and cognitive load. Fields and thinking within 
ubiquitous computing, namely calm technology and ambient interaction, suggest, 
from a design and human-computer interaction (HCI) perspective, the necessity to 
stratify and prioritise layers of information presentation based upon intelligently-
determined situations, and a nominal ‘user’ at the centre of this concept.17 This 
project is, in essence, an attempt to revisit these conversations, and to approach 
this through ambiently interactive, semiotic interfaces, temporarily removing the 
ostensibly problematic term ‘user’ for the purpose of engendering open explorations 
on what it means to represent and embody data from a distance. 

In some ways, the outcomes of Wind – an ambiguous expresser of wind 
conditions in Byaduk, is not unlike the work of Gaver et al. in relation to “threshold 
devices” and ludic engagement, which espouse a methodology that foreground 
modes of interaction design “motivated by curiosity, exploration and reflection”, and, 
importantly, poetry.18 What the Finding Byaduk project further seeks is to refine a 
platform to explore these typologies of interaction design, and specifically focus on 
the exploration of poetics, uncovering semiotical language that could buttress the 
impact of sensory and data telepresence. The subtext to this experiment, which is 
not covered in the project but worth mentioning for future exploration, is also in 
context to the state of the art today, a decade after the “threshold devices” were 
conceptualised. With the onset of increasingly accessible machine learning 
approaches in computing, and the agency these algorithms possess, much more 
avenues to bridge poetic interactions with digital data will be possible. 

Reflections & summary 

The Finding Byaduk project continues, with the aim to work on the remaining found 
objects to produce more poetic embodiments of digital data expressed through 
them. At this stage of the project, here are the summary points to posit: 

• The combination of the walks, the experience of encountering and 
collecting objects in situ, and seeking ways to sense the landscape 
provided an opportunity to conduct visceral and a pervasive, digitally-
augmented sensorial ethnography as a means to help gain insights 
and allow revisitations of a place 

• The re-purposing of the found objects act as an integral part of this 
creative experiment. The objects are essentially ‘thinking objects’ – 
fully-realised thought experiments that are interacted, interrogated 
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with, coexisted and experienced to generate greater empathy for the 
data they are representing 

• The designed ‘thinking objects’ could also possibly become reflective 
tools in design ethnography – could they be offered as an ‘inversion’ of 
a cultural probe, embedding such devices in the communities to 
engender slower, deeper opportunities in ethnographic research? 

• The project offers some initial insight into developing a creative 
practice that encourages reflexive modes of making and 
experimentation, that sits between common themes of openness and 
interpretation through ethnographic methods, critical and speculative 
design practice, and the phenomenological theories of affordances 
and signifiers.19 In particular, these fields recognise tensions and 
opportunities in describing and representing phenomenological 
encounters as parameters for discourse, and not purely as transcribed 
documentation of experience. 

• This brings about questions in considering the making of such 
speculative art-design objects as a way to augment existing design 
research and design ethnography methods. Where and when can 
these ‘thinking objects’ exist in the design process, and how should 
they be considered and worked into the larger body of creative 
research practice? 

In summary, through the experimentation and reflection of the different 
phases, the project has shaped itself to become an investigation into the poetics of 
digital data representation. As we head past the epoch of pervasively connected, 
functional data-processing devices, can we begin to view the IoT landscape as a 
new territory to mediate and nurture poetry through such digitally-augmented 
objects? 
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